promoters of this violation of sacred family traditions (which I had thought
I fairly well understood—and represented too). But no, such callous dis,
regard of family dignity! Besides (and this was true) the chapel wasn't
mine anyway. It belonged to the Lloyd-Jones family.
Something well worth keeping had thus, in a self-righteous moment,
been ruthlessly spoiled. Well... the organ was hurried back as it had been
hurried out, and put into its accustomed place none the worse for the
dance tunes. The music and the harp were gathered in with the remnants
of the guilty feast. The tall candles (a little shorter now) wero blown out and
all came away from the beautifully decorated Lloyd-Jones chapel depressed.
Where'happy Fellowship had been in high spirits a few moments before,
chagrin was in our hearts.
Hatred had struck at Joy. The Fellowship hurried away.
Evening shadows, no longer blue but long and lengthening, had about
crossed the valley to the opposite hills. The slender marble obelisk in the
chapel yard gleamed tall and white against the chapel evergreens: Ein
Mam, the simple legend on one side$ Ein Tad on another, This simple
monument marked the graves of my old Welsh Lloyd-Jones grand-
parents. Around this central obelisk were the surrounding headstones
marking the graves of five pioneer sons and five daughters. Further away
but surrounding them were the graves of the grandchildren. About all
the pioneer life of the beloved Hillside valley. They—the Lloyd-Jones
family—were all there safely, according to clan tradition, gathered in
around the family shrine; the white ancestral marble obelisk.
I sometimes sat there under the trees and wondered and remembered,
partly because Taliesin's tragedy had sent its share of graves among those
of this charmed old pioneer family circle* I went there now.
The sun had set. The afterglow was dimming in the sky as again I sat
there on the grass to wonder and remember. And I remembered my dear
aged mother dropping to her knees, reverently pressing her lips to the
cold white marble monument, to Ein Mam and Ein Tad, as I was taking
her by on my arm to stand beside the open grave then waiting for her
brother Jenkin: another faithful daughter soon to join the ancestral group.
And I remei&bered standing alone, just over there by the abounding ever-
green trees, beside another open grave, at this same fading time of dayj a
new grave I filled to the brink with flowers and then, joined by two
nephews waiting at the chapel gate, filled in with solid earth—covering
the earth-mound with evergreen branches. Both were grass-covered
mounds now, still waiting for their headstones.
THE ALLEGORY THAT FAILED TO CONVINCE
EVEN THE AUTHOR
Read aloud in the family sitting room: Olgivanna and lovanna listening.
The title of this Allegory is Truth Against the World', and I began to read:
As I sat disconsolate on a low grass-covered mound in the chapel yard) I
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